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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Firewall kernel is replicated multiple times, therefore:
A. The Firewall can run different policies per core
B. The Firewall can run the same policy on all cores.
C. The Firewall kernel is replicated only with new connections

and deletes itself once the connection times out
D. The Firewall kernel only touches the packet if the
connection is accelerated
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
On a Security Gateway with CoreXL enabled, the Firewall kernel
is replicated multiple times. Each replicated copy, or
instance, runs on one processing core. These instances handle
traffic concurrently, and each instance is a complete and
independent inspection kernel. When CoreXL is enabled, all the
kernel instances in the Security Gateway process traffic
through the same interfaces and apply the same security policy.
References:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following BEST describes geotracking?
A. SMS information that is sent to people in their contacts
B. Location software to locate a user's missing cellular device
C. Location data embedded into pictures that have been taken
D. An enabled cookie that sends user location data to vendors
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
TableA: REBUILD ... WITH (ONLINE =OFF)
The data types image, ntext, and text can be rebuild offline
only.
TableB: REBUILD ... WITH (ONLINE =ON)
You CAN do online index rebuilds of varchar(max),
nvarchar(max), and varbinary(max) data types.
Note: When an index is created or rebuilt in SQL Server,
statistics are created or updated by scanning all the rows in
the table.
However, starting with SQL Server 2012 (11.x), statistics are
not created or updated by scanning all the rows in the table
when a partitioned index is created or rebuilt. Instead, the
query optimizer uses the default sampling algorithm to generate
these statistics. To obtain statistics on partitioned indexes
by scanning all the rows in the table, use CREATE STATISTICS or
UPDATE STATISTICS with the FULLSCAN clause.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/index

es/reorganize-and-rebuild-indexes
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